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experience

education

FLY                                  Florence, Italy
 FASHION INTERN                                                              Aug  2019 - DEc. 2019

- Conducted SWOT analysis for FLY store to identify potential risks and weaknesses and reported findings 

and solutions to store manager 

- Selected on-trend merchandise each week to be displayed on the store floor. - Controlled weekly visual 

merchandising changes to fit seasonal trends. 

- Search for local designers and artists to feature in the store each month.

TEMA Athletics                          Bellevue, WA                                                
 INTERN                                                                             June 2017-Aug  2018

- Organized product SKUs, factory swatches, and factory communication to improve fulfillment 

efficiency 

- Brainstormed with team to enhance e-commerce customer experience. 

- Led market research and suggested improvements for online marketing and social media 

promotion based on TEMA and competitor customer trend data

           CAMPAIGN & DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER                Aug  2018-  Mar 2019 
- Designed daily social media content and weekly mass promotional emails
- Created campaigns monthly to connect with target consumers
- Increased email awareness each month and decreased TEMA’s unsubscribe rate

Washington State University                                                            Pullman, WA
   Bachelor of Arts in Apparel Merchandising, Design and Textile                 May  2020
   Minor in Communication                                                                              

www.robbiannbuendia.com

Express                          Bellevue, WA
 SALES LEAD MANAGER                                                    May 2019 - Jan  2020

- Managed and trained a team of 10 stylists and associates to meet company goals and increase store        

   performance every week

- Utilized knowledge of all fashion and brand trends for each quarter to provide expert assessments of all  

   floor sets, window changes and merchandising

- Ran opening and closing store operations 

Florence University of the Arts                                                        Florence, Italy 
   Fall semester study abroad                                                                    Aug  2019- Dec 2019

skills & abilities

- Microsoft Office; Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Outlook                                 
- Adobe product skills; Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, XD, Premier, Audition

  STAGE MANAGER, Mom’s Weekend Fashion Show                            
- Organized Mom’s Weekend Fashion Show                            
- Managed Production Crew Class       

  HOUSE MANAGER, Gamma Phi Beta                                           
- Handled all in house operations and activities                                               


